PRESS RELEASE

eSync bi-directional OTA pipeline solves automotive
fleet management problems at CES 2018
Excelfore and ZF demonstrate how Over-the-Air connected vehicle technology
will aid fleet operators
Las Vegas, Nevada, January 11, 2018 – Excelfore, an industry leading enabler of smart mobility
networks, announces that it is demonstrating its eSync system with ZF at the CES 2018
exhibition held in Las Vegas, Nevada, January 9-12, 2018.
The demonstrations are taking place in the Excelfore demonstration suite at the Westgate
Resort, and at the ZF booth (Tech East, LVCC North Hall Booth 8717). They showcase how the
eSync over-the-air (OTA) platform for updates and diagnostic data retrieval gives operators
greater control over their automotive fleets, providing secure mechanisms for continuous
improvements in fleet efficiency.
Major fleet operators increasingly build upon OEM-provided vehicles to meet their own
specifications. The eSync platform has a vital role to play at the very heart of this business
model, by handling OTA updates and data retrieval for the many electronic devices in modern
fleet vehicles, and providing a single mechanism to handle multiple vehicle types across an
entire fleet.
The demonstrations at CES showcase how a fleet operator can use the eSync OTA system to
perform updates on the various models that comprise a fleet of many thousands of vehicles. In
the demo, the operator can review and improve the efficiency and performance of particular
vehicle models within the fleet, and can use the same OTA process for predicting and resolving
potential security issues before they become problems.
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“The eSync system provides a superior pipeline to reach all the electronic devices in modern
connected vehicles,” said Shrinath Acharya, chief executive officer of Excelfore. “ZF is a leading
worldwide supplier of automotive components and systems. Our work together shows a highly
pertinent example of just how powerful this capability to reach the end devices in the vehicle
can be, feeding real world data in to predictive analytics and machine learning to enable
automakers and fleet operators to drive continuous improvement cycles in their vehicles.”
The eSync system and the eSync Alliance
The eSync system is a cloud platform for secure
transactions with the electronic end devices in a
vehicle. It can deliver and update software and
firmware over-the-air, and can collect diagnostics
and telematics data from end devices in the vehicle.
Modern connected cars may incorporate dozens, or
even hundreds, of software-driven sensors and
controllers. Automakers and fleet operators
increasingly seek the ability to update software overthe-air, to avoid recall and service costs, to provide
security patches, to improve vehicle performance
and efficiency, and even to add new features or
enhancements. However, to date, most solutions
that are available to serve the automotive market
are single-company proprietary offerings.
The eSync Alliance, a global initiative consisting of multiple automotive suppliers, specifically
addresses this by creating a community of companies that cooperate to provide standardized
and interoperable OTA and diagnostic-data solutions.
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About Excelfore
Excelfore, located in Silicon Valley, is an innovative provider of cloud platform and connectivity
applications for intelligent transportation. It provides middleware solutions for smart mobility
networks that enable OEMs and suppliers to build the next generation of smart, autonomous
and learning vehicles, fleets and associated infrastructure. Excelfore products include the
eAVB™ protocol stack for in-vehicle Ethernet time-sensitive networking, as well as the cloud-tovehicle eSync™ system for OTA updates, diagnostics and telematics. www.excelfore.com
About ZF Friedrichshafen AG
ZF is a global leader in driveline and chassis technology as well as active and passive safety
technology. The company has a global workforce of around 137,000 with approximately 230
locations in some 40 countries. In 2016, ZF achieved sales of €35.2 billion. ZF annually invests
about six percent of its sales in research and development – ensuring continued success through
the design and engineering of innovative technologies. ZF is one of the largest automotive
suppliers worldwide. ZF allows vehicles to see, think and act. With its technologies, the company
is striving for Vision Zero – a world of mobility without accidents and emissions. With its broad
portfolio, ZF is advancing mobility and services in the automobile, truck and industrial
technology sectors. For further information and photos please visit: www.zf.com

